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Problem  

•  The NSW has  
–  2.5 M channels over 7400 FE boards 
–  total system power 51KW, mostly at 1.2V 

 

•  Point-of-Load conversion 
–  Phase II trk main option 

•  Transmit at 42-24V  
•  DCDC devices and linear  
     regulators on FE boards 
•  Identify devices and propose design 

satisfying constraints on 
–  environment: radiation + B field 
–  space, cooling 
–  noise 
–  cost 
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  Proposal  (TDR)  
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Power Count 
•  assume efficiencies 80% DCDC, 80% LDO 
•  transmission efficiency = 64%* 

* 



Environmental Constraints 
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•  10 yr x 5E34 x ATLAS SF (COTS 3, NIEL 5, SEE 10) 
•  dose may increase 30-50% w/ new shielding design 

                   Gy/year                                                             large sector |B|; z =7.9m  

FLUKA 
C. Young et al. 

L. Guan UM 



DCDC options                                                         
       COTS                                        CERN FEAST  
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•  Good 
–  rad hard 200Mrad 
–  B tolerant 
–  low noise  
–  community 

•  CMS: HCAL,  
     Phase I pixels 

•  Issues 
–  size:  44 l x 17 w x 9.4 h (CLP) 
–  10-12V input 
–  cooling thru board ! 
–  < 4A 
–  cost 

•  Good 
–  Inexpensive 
–  small 
–  optimized 
–  42V in, 8A out 

•  Issues 
–  rad qualify 
–  magnetics qualify 
–  noise 
 

•  COTS device 
•  Rad hard ST LDO: $16, min Vout = 1.25V, dropout @ 3A =1.5 V 
•  Rad hard TI: large footprint, price under discussion ($20) 
•  No VR 

VR options  

FEASTMP CLP 
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cable slot 
ADDC  

MMFE 

Cu cooling plane 

MM layout 

water channel L1DDC  

•  each cooling doublet 
–  16 MMFE  (@12W) 
–    2 ADDC  (@10W) 
–    2 L1DDC ( @4W) 
–    220 W total 

•  each MM sector 
–  4 doublets x 2 sides  

cooling doublet 

A. Koulouris, T. Alexopoulos 

30 
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6 
13 
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STGC layout G. Mikenberg 

•  already spec’ed for 12V inputs                      12V cables fit in channel 

•  DCDC location? 
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COTS Magnetics 

•  COTS DC- DC vs 
orientation in large bore 
magnet at LASA (INFN) 

•  COTS inductors at UM 
•  NdFeB bench magnet  
•  6.5kG with small gap 
•  tested 63 power inductors, 

chokes/beads 
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COTS radiation testing 

•  devices tested under power 
•  30 kHz monitor, 1 MHz triggerable window 
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COTS radiation results   
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COTS: SEE studies w/ protons 
 20- 220 MeV protons  
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SEE events in devices of interest 

60/2 day-device 
at inner/outer 

3/day-device 
at inner 

 

2/year-device 
at inner 

Rates use FLUKA hadrons flux > 20MeV  
                  measured σ 
                  SF = 10 

100 µsec.  filterable? 

DCDC LT8612 DCDC LTM4619 

LDO MAX8556 LDO MAX8556 
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Cables for 12V transmission from rim, in cooling slot  
•  MM model: 

–  each cooling doublet = 16MMFE+2ADDC+2L1DDC 
–  star topology: power and return = 40 cables.  

•  MMFE 11.9W è 1.0A @ 12V 
–  use 22AWG 

•  it fits  
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Custom FEAST   

27mm 

16mm 

•  FEAST ASIC + low profile ferrite + filters  
•  integrate directly on FEB 

–  FEAST ASIC: 15Chf. Yield >98% (if omit power flag) 
•  build module to study layout, noise, cooling 
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Custom FEAST performance  

  Regulation                       Efficiency  

•  At 4.5kG slightly better than FEAST MP 
 



•  white noise <  20µV, spectral lines  f ~ 1MHz   ~ 1µV  
•  building on original work  

 
•  We so far can get  

 
 
•  Important to understand measure on board w/ VMM..  
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Custom FEAST noise  

1.63 MHz fundamental 

40µV 

C. Fuentes et al. Optimization of  DC-DC Converters for Improved Elec- 
tromagnetic Compatibility With High Energy Physics Front-End Electronics, Nuclear 
Science, IEEE Transactions on , vol.58, no.4, pp.2024,2031, Aug. 2011  + Ph.D. 



•  Test 3 schemes  

 

•  Rthermal in each instance  
–  use case T 
–  compare to FEAST 

standard 
–  cooling from top, through 

shield + thermal paste, 
looks good 

•  need  
–  peg to die T 
–  neutron safe paste  
–  production ready shield 
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Custom FEAST cooling  

top (natural) bottom (as intended) side pad (option?) 

Side pad 



Intermediate Conversion stage                                                               
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•  natural place for fusing, 
ballast, channel-wise 
isolation  

•  per each MM half-doublet 
–  8MMFE,1 ADDC,1 L1DDC 
–  10 connectors, 1A each 
–  10A:12V out 
–  5A: 24V in 
–  heat = 12W (at 90% eff) 

•  isolated converters? 
•  commercial vs COTS? 
•  8612 solution?  

–  SEE cross-section 1/day 
but redundancy 

converter 

converter 

converter 

12v 
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•  GOOD 

–  CMS Pixel FEAST 
adds <1% to noise 

    (K. Klein) 
•  PENDING 
–  keep working on FEAST 

noise levels 
–  get noise 

measurements on FE 
boards 

 
 

 

 

Regulator options 
No VR      MAX8556 TI  Rad Hard 

•  GOOD 
–  small 
–  cheap 
–  TID 

•  PENDING 
–  neutrons 
–  SEE triple check 
–  Do we 

understand all 
effects, rates? 

–  Lot control 

 

•  GOOD 
–  TID, SEE 

 
•  PENDING 

–  NIEL 
–  $20. need ~10K 
–  16 x 14 mm 

 



Plan                           
•  use FEAST for DCDC conversion 

–  settle remaining implementation issues by summer 2015 
•  cooling design 
•  mass produced shield  
•  improved noise performance 
•  rail trimming?  

•  resolve VR choice by summer 
1.  none: test noise on boards 
2.  MAX556: rad qualify next level 
3.  TI: resolve now 

•  close loop w/FE boards 
–  footprint exercise for FEAST and TI options asap 
–  integrate FEAST on Mini-1 to test function and noise 

•  intermediate stage 
–  need it? would 12V from balcony fit? (5.5kA (MM) + 2.kA(sTGC)) 
–  design. electrical, placement, cooling 

•  system design 
    
  
 

•    
–  R. Edgar invited to work on NSW power system design (w A. Lanza)  
–  we are the experts 
–  we want to stay close to problem 
–  board integration, systems issues, commissioning 
–  suggest a modest continuing investment by US ATLAS 

•  Interactions (ramp this up) 
–  Noise test w/ VMM 
–  Feedback on footprints   
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Backup  
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MM envelope  
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Power Count 
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COTS testing  
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COTS testing  
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COTS testing: SEE  
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FEAST circuit  


